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Abstract 

Under the concept of "Industry 4.0", production processes will be pushed to be increasingly interconnected, 
information based on a real time basis and, necessarily, much more efficient. In this context, capacity optimization 
goes beyond the traditional aim of capacity maximization, contributing also for organization’s profitability and value. 
Indeed, lean management and continuous improvement approaches suggest capacity optimization instead of 
maximization. The study of capacity optimization and costing models is an important research topic that deserves 
contributions from both the practical and theoretical perspectives. This paper presents and discusses a mathematical 
model for capacity management based on different costing models (ABC and TDABC). A generic model has been 
developed and it was used to analyze idle capacity and to design strategies towards the maximization of organization’s 
value. The trade-off capacity maximization vs operational efficiency is highlighted and it is shown that capacity 
optimization might hide operational inefficiency.  
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1. Introduction 

The cost of idle capacity is a fundamental information for companies and their management of extreme importance 
in modern production systems. In general, it is defined as unused capacity or production potential and can be measured 
in several ways: tons of production, available hours of manufacturing, etc. The management of the idle capacity 
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Abstract 

This work comprises a part of a global and modular framework for Maintenance Decision Support Systems, whose general 
objective is the proposal of a system that assists an expert in decision making for the design of maintenance program customized
in a productive plant. This system starts from the alignment with the strategic objectives of the company, after with the tactical 
and operational maintenance. This paper deals the tactical goal, which defines a dynamic and graphic Balanced Scorecard to 
extracts knowledge and prediction of the indicators in the medium term. The proposed custom Balanced Scorecard design 
integrates the use of Pivot Tables and Pivot Charts in Microsoft Excel© with Machine Learning in Matlab©. We apply "Top-
Down" strategies to address a very abundant data with Pivot Chart filters on a data. Artificial Neural Networks algorithms are 
used in order to recognize patterns and to establish a correspondence between input and outputs variables. 
© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the scientific committee of the Manufacturing Engineering Society International Conference 
2017.
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1. Introduction 

This work comprises a second part of a global and modular framework composed of three parts [1], Fig. 1, whose 
general objective is the proposal of a system that assists an expert in decision making for the design of customized 
maintenance plans to a productive plant, starting from the alignment of the strategic objectives of the company, 
those tactical and operational maintenance, according to the personalized maintenance concept established by [2]. 
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Fig. 1. Modular structure of the proposed global system decision support framework MDSS. 

This BSC, thus designed allows, as well as the classic intermediate BSC, to measure the current situation and also 
to predict its evolution considering historical data [3]. 

2. Methodology 

The proposed custom Balance Scorecard design integrates an exploratory piece of data by using Pivot Charts in 
Microsoft Excel©, and another part of discovery and prediction using Machine Learning, ML, in Matlab©, and it is 
possible to embed the Matlab code as an add-in in Excel, so it is not necessary to install Matlab in the 
user’scomputer. The methodology described in this Section is applied to maintenance data from papermaking 
industry; due to the typical continuous process of this industry, the maintenance influence on the efficiency and 
sustainability more than other type of plants [4-6] and the indicators can be used to know the overall equipment 
effectiveness [7]. 

2.1 Exploratory phase using Pivot Charts in Excel

A Pivot Table is an interactive way to quickly summarize and analyze large amounts of numerical data. It is 
especially designed to: query large amounts of data, obtain subtotals and sums of numerical data, summarize data by 
categories and subcategories, and create calculations and customized formulas, expand and collapse data levels to 
highlight results and drill down into summary details of areas of interest, move rows to columns or columns in rows 
(or "pivot") to see different summaries of the data source, filter, sort, group and conditionally format more useful 
and interesting subset of data, allowing you to focus on the information you want, submit concise, attractive, and 
annotated online or print reports. Pivot Charts provide graphical representations of the data of their associated Pivot 
Tables and thus are interactive, allowing you to sort and filter the underlying data of the pivot chart. Pivot Tables 
and Pivot Charts allow you to summarize, analyze, explore and present data, tables and dynamic charts that can 
easily see comparisons, patterns and trends, allowing you to make informed decisions about critical company data. 
You can also connect to different external data sources, such as SQL Server tables and cubes, Office Data 
Connection (ODC) files, XML files, Access databases, and text files to create Pivot Tables or use tables existing 
dynamics to create new tables.  

The PivotTable (and PivotChart) in Excel is the first part of the custom design of the proposed scorecard: 
Microsoft Office software with Excel is often available, which offers the use of PivotTables and Pivot Chart in your 
spreadsheets, is a very new improvement that allows to apply filters on a set of data for all its fields, enabling "Top-
Down" strategies to approach a very abundant data set [3], as usually found in productive environments. 
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2.2 Phase of analysis through Machine Learning with Matlab 

Machine Learning, ML, is a branch of artificial intelligence whose goal is to programmatically automate the 
learning process on a computer, just as they naturally learn from humans and animals through experience [8,9]. The 
algorithms of ML directly employ the data without previously establishing an equation as a model, in addition, these 
algorithms improve their efficiency with the number of data used as examples during the learning.  

Fig. 2. General Vision of Machine Learning Techniques. Adapted from [10] 
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Fig. 3. (a) Machine Learning Techniques; (b) Clustering. Adapted from [10] 

ML finds natural patterns in the data and helps make better decisions and establish predictions, Machine Learning 
is divided into two techniques: supervised learning, training a model on a known input and output data to predict 
future outputs, and unsupervised learning, finding patterns hidden and intrinsic structures in the input data, Fig. 2. 
For each technique, different algorithms can be used, Fig. 3a, where choosing the ideal is done by trial and error. 

Supervised learning uses classification and regression techniques to develop predictive models. The difference 
between them is that the classification predicts responses in discrete or categorical variables, whereas regression 
predicts responses in continuous variable. Unsupervised learning uses the clustering technique commonly used in 
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